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The Curonian Spit, located along the southeast Baltic Sea coast, is one of the longest paraglacial mega-barriers in
the world (∼100 km) and is characteried by microtidal sandy beaches and unbroken foredune ridge emplaced by
human activities in historical times. Both are dominated by quartzo-feldpathic sand, with various fractions of heavy
minerals that may be concentrated as density lag. Such heavy-mineral concentrations (HMCs) may be distributed
weither randomly or regularly along the coast, depending on the geological framework, hydro-aeolian processes,
and human activities (e.g., steel elements of coastal engineering structures, military installations, etc.).
In this study, we focus on the longshore patterns in HMC distribution and relative magnitude (mainly the con-
centration of ferrimagnetic components). Along the entire Curonian Spit coast (Russia-Lithuania), a total of 184
surface sand samples were collected at 1 km interval from the berm and foredune toe (seaward base). HMCs were
characterized in the laboratory using bulk low-field magnetic susceptibility (MS). The Wavelength and Lomb spec-
tral analysis were used to assess the spatial rhythmicity of their longshore distribution.
Generally, quartz sand is characterised by low MS values of [U+0138]<50 µSI, whereas higher values
[U+0138]>150 µSI are typical for heavy mineral-rich sand. MS values on the berm and foredune toe range
from 11.2-4977.9 µSI and from 9.2-3153.0 µSI, respectively.
Density lag anomalies had MS values exceeding an average value by ≥3 times. Wavelength and Lomb spectral
analysis allowed to identify several clusters of periodicities with wavelength varying from 2-12 km, with power
spectra having statistically significant values (>95 % CI).
Along the modern Curonian Spit coast, two scales of rhythmic pattern variation are evident: macroscale (≤12 km)
and mesoscale (2-3 km). The former can be attributed to localized expressions of geological framework (iron-rich
components) and engineering structures (especially within the southern part of the spit), whereas the mesoscale
patterns reflect spatial distribution of short-term hydro-aeolian forcing (erosional-accretionary cells) that may shift
temporally.
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